A case report of dual infections: infection due to mycobacterium tuberculosis and mycobacterium marinum in a migrant child from Libya to Sicily
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Case
Six year old Chadian born boy was rescued with his family after a 6 days trip in an open vessel along with 80-100 refugees from Darfour, Chad, Niger, Mali, Eritrea, Sudan, Somalia and Ethiopia. The rescue team within operation “Mare Nostrum” landed in Sicily and basic investigation screening was done on site. Because of malnutrition (BMI <17) fever and coughing, the family including the boy was scanned by regular chest X-ray and Gene-X-pert PCR type method for MTB was performed and was positive. The family was quarantined and sputum culture was positive microscopically for M. tuberculosis. Cultivation was ordered and two organisms grew in the culture, Mycobacterium marinum in 3rd week and M. tuberculosis in a second culture in 6th week (HIV, diabetes or cancer were excluded (4,6,7)). Anti-TB Therapy with rifampin (both susceptible) pyrazinamid, isoniazid plus azithromycin were adjusted for 3 month however the family left quarantine after three months resulting in a loss of follow up. We assume that the child had an old M-tuberculosis infection which spread during his travel from Chad to Libya; than waiting for another two weeks in overcrowded conditions in a Libyan transit “village”; then the boat ride to get infected by an aquatic atypical mycobacterium either from bad water and substandard hygiene on the vessel; or at rescuing process from the sea (2-4). Loss of follow up is one of the major problems in therapy for those refugees who leave quarantine facilities legally or illegally (1) to travel to relatives in other EU states.
Screening for TB, HIV and hepatitis C, and also probably for (chronic) malaria is crucial for refugees in the so called African - Malta - Italian Route through the Mediterranean Sea (1).

Location respiratory or skin manifestation of TB is easy to screen (1-3); by questionnaire for those with cough, fever, night sweats, weight loss; positive by chest X-ray; or suspected individuals positive by rapid test (Gene X-pert MTB/RIF); if positive, supervised chemotherapy for 6-months; up to 3-4 anti-TB of tests, because no real screening tests are available (3-6).

The problem is lack of screening for other than TB mycobacteria or other marine bacteria (Vibrio vulnificus etc.) (1) and malaria (4-5)

There are no available screening methods for those more rapid growing pathogens and only prolonged quarantine or supervision can help us to diagnose and properly treat those infectious diseases in refugees or “economic migrants from the African continent (1,3,4).
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